How to approach the ENS: various ways to analyse motility disorders in situ and in vitro.
Motility disorders of the human intestine are so variable that they cannot be diagnosed by just one technique. Their aetiology is obviously so varied that they have to be approached with a broad range of technical methods. These reach from the simple haematoxylin-stained section to the isolation of stem or precursor cells. In this study, various methods to investigate the enteric nervous system and its surrounding tissue are demonstrated. While sections from paraffin-embedded material or cryostat sections provide only a two-dimensional perspective of the ENS, the whole-mount method yields three-dimensional perspectives of large areas of the gut wall. The three-dimensional impression can even be enhanced by electron microscopy of the isolated ENS. Dynamical aspects of ENS development can be tackled by in vitro studies. The myenteric plexus can be isolated and cultivated under the influence of the microenvironment (protein extracts). Although the postnatal myenteric plexus is not fully developed, the choice of embryological neuronal cells seems to be more effective for certain approaches. They can be isolated from the embryonic mouse gut and cultivated under the influence of various factors. This method seems to us a valuable tool for the investigation of the aetiology of motility disorders, although only a "complete" approach which considers all available methods will yield at the end a clear understanding which might lead to new therapeutical concepts.